We will now be using an online scheduling system called WCOnline. Here students register with their student e-mail and make appointments with our tutors directly. You will have access to the schedule up to two weeks in advance to keep things as fair as possible.

What does this mean for you?

- **More flexibility for your needs.** Whether you need tutoring once a week or once a month, you can make appointments as needed and don’t need to worry about being matched early in the semester.

- **Search by course.** You can make appointments with tutors based on the course(s) you need. Don’t see your course listed? Get in touch with me (Sarah Gerin) and I will do my best to find you a tutor in that area. Please note it is not guaranteed that I will find a tutor for every course request.

- **Can work with different tutors.** Not all tutors are created equal. What do I mean by this? Simply put, you might work better with one tutor and not another, and that’s okay! It happens. With this scheduling system, you aren’t ‘locked in’ to working with one person all semester.
  
  **In certain cases, I will be able to work with you and/or a specific tutor to try to match you consistently throughout the semester if it is determined necessary.**

- **Keep track of your appointments** easily with this system. You receive e-mail confirmations and can even select to receive text message reminders if you prefer.

- **Save time.** With a large program, it will be much more efficient for you to select appointments with tutors as you need them, rather than go through the first-come, first-serve matching process.

How do you get started?

- Register online at [http://rochester.mywconline.com](http://rochester.mywconline.com) and use your UR email to create an account.

- It is highly recommended that you meet with the Tutoring Assistant, Sarah Gerin, before you begin scheduling appointments.

- If you are NEW to the Tutoring Program, you are required to meet to go over the program and any concerns or questions you may have. Contact cetl@ur.rochester.edu or sgerin@ur.rochester.edu to set up an appointment.

- **To make appointments:** You search for the tutors available for your course and select a time slot that works with your schedule. You can then set up an appointment by filling out the appointment form.